From: "Harold Payne (Services ‐ 1)" <harold.payne@dom.com>
Date: January 30, 2014 at 5:34:48 PM EST
To: "barretfs@pjm.com" <barretfs@pjm.com>, "mcglyp@pjm.com" <mcglyp@pjm.com>
Cc: Pauline Foley <foleyp@pjm.com>, "Ronnie Bailey (VirginiaPower ‐ 1T)" <ronnie.bailey@dom.com>,
"Daniel Jackson (Services ‐ 1)" <daniel.jackson@dom.com>
Subject: Comments of CIA
Fran and Paul:
Dominion has a few comments on the Coordination and Interconnection Agreement as follows:
1. Section 1.2 is overly broad. Can PJM identify the provisions of the Consolidated Transmission
Owners Agreement that it believes would be relevant with respect to accommodating
construction of the project? This would assist in developing appropriate language for the CIA.

2. It seems like a provision (in Article 3) should be added that addresses the case where: (a) there
are two or more incumbent TOs that are initially parties to the CIA, and (b)the project is later
modified such that it no longer will interconnect with one of those TOs. Terms should be
included for such an event that would essentially pull out the TO no longer involved effective on
the date of PJM’s determination that the project will no longer interconnect with that TO.
(Protections under the CIA should survive for events/actions occurring up until that date.)

3. A review of “Party” might be appropriate considering this is an agreement among three or more
parties. In a few cases, “Party(ies)” or “Parties” might be a better fit.

Thanks,
Harold
‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐‐
Harold Payne
Manager, Electric Transmission Policy
Dominion Virginia Power
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